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Stanley [ 131 defined the concept of “level rings,” intermediate between 
Cohen-Macaulay and Gorenstein, which is of interest from viewpoints of both 
commutative algebra and combinatorics. Via the theory of canonical modules, the 
study of level rings turns out to be one of the most important foundations of the 
theory of algebras with straightening laws. The purpose of this paper is to state 
some basic results on level rings which are either Stanley-Reisner rings or algebras 
with straightening laws. 1 1988 Academic Press. Inc :
INTRODUCTION 
First, recall Stanley’s definition of level rings. 
Let k be a field and R a homogeneous k-algebra, namely, R is a graded 
ring BnaOR, satisfying (i) R,=k, (ii) R=k[R,], and (iii) dim, R,<x,. 
The Hilbert function of R is defined by 
H( R, n) = dim, R,, for HEN, 
in particular H(R, 0) = 1. Define the PoincarP series P(R, 0) of R to be the 
formal power series 
P(R,8)= f H(R,~)~“EZ[[~]]. 
n = 0 
Let d = dim R. Since R is a homogeneous k-algebra, H(R, n) is a 
polynomial for n sufficiently large and the degree of this polynomial is 
d- 1. On the other hand, we can write P( R, 0) in the form 
P(R, 0) = 
h,+h, 8+ ... +h,& 
(l-f3)d (h, Z 0). 
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We call the sequence 
the h-vecror of R. Note that ho= 1. 
The following notation and terminology will be fixed throughout this 
paper. An element .Y of R is said to be homogeneous if x E R, for some n > 0, 
and we write deg x = n. We denote by R + the irrelevant ideal 0, ,,, R, of 
R. A homogeneous system of parameters for R is a sequence yl, y,, . . . . yd 
consisting of homogeneous elements of R, such that the quotient algebra 
R/(y,, y2, . . . . yd) is an Artin ring. A homogeneous ystem of parameters for 
R always exists and, if k is infinite, then we can choose each yi in R,. When 
R is an Artin ring, we define the socle of R to be 
Sot(R)= {<ER; tR+ =O}, 
which is a finite dimensional vector space over k. 
Now, assume that R is Cohen-Macaulay. Let yl, y,, . . . . yd be a 
homogeneous ystem of parameters for R. Then, 
dim, Soc(R/(y,, y2, . . . . ))d)) 
is determined independently of the choice of the homogeneous ystem of 
parameters. This number is called the type of R and written as type(R). Let 
K, be the canonical module of R and 
a(R) = -min{n; (KR)n #O} 
the a-invariant of R defined in Goto-Watanabe [6, (3.1.4)]. Then, type(R) 
coincides with the number of minimal generators p(KR) of K,. On the 
other hand, by virtue of Eq. (12) of Stanley [ 14, p. 711, 
dimk(KR)LcR, = k. 
Hence, we have the inequality h, d type(R). Note that a(R) = s - d (cf. 
CC (3.1.6)1). 
DEFNTION (Stanley [ 131). Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous 
k-algebra with h(R) = (h,, h,, . . . . h,), h, #O. Then R is called leoel if 
h, = type(R). 
In other words, a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous k-algebra R is a level 
ring if and only if its canonical module K, is generated by (K,)-,,,, as a 
R-module. If R is a level ring and y is a homogeneous non-zero divisor 
of R with deg y > 0, then R/(y) is also a level ring. In fact, since 
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KR,(,., z (K,&L’K,)(deg y) by [6, (2.2.10)], we have dim,(K,)-,(,, = 
dim,(K,,(,,)-,,,:(,.,, and, of course, tyPe(R) = WdR/(y)l 
On the other hand, Eisenbud [4] introduced the concept of algebras 
with straightening laws (abbreviated ASL), which is an axiomatization of 
the “straightening formula” appearing in classical invariant theory. 
Let R = @,, a0 R, be a homogeneous k-algebra as above and Q a finite 
partially ordered set (poser for short) contained in R,. A monomial is a 
product of the form a, zz . . ap (aieQ). A monomial a,a2...rp is called 
standard if ~1, < r2 < . . < ap. Then we call R an algebra with straightening 
larrs on Q over k if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(ASL-1) The set of standard monomials is a basis of the algebra R 
as a vector space over k. 
(ASL-2) If a and p in Q are incomparable (written as a 7L /I) and if 
r/l = C riyi6, (O#riEk,~i<6,) 
is the unique expression, called the straightening relation, for a/? in R as a 
linear combination of standard monomials guaranteed by (ASL-I), then 
yi < a, b for every i. 
In [9], it is proved that every three dimensional ASL domain over a 
field is Cohen-Macaulay. Moreover, careful analysis of some standard 
technique developed in [9] enables us to show the following 
THEOREM. Every three dimensional ASL domain over a field is a level 
ring. 
This paper is divided into three sections and each of them is independent 
from the others. Almost all of Section 1 is devoted to the proof of the 
above main theorem. In Section 2, we shall show that every skeleton of a 
Cohen-Macaulay complex is level. On the other hand, Stanley [14] has 
shown that whether a Cohen-Macaulay graded domain is Gorenstein or 
not is completely determined by its Poincare series. Can we generalize this 
criterion to level property for Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous domains? 
We consider this question in Section 3. 
The author thanks Professor Richard P. Stanley for many stimulating 
discussions on the topic of level rings during the Conference on 
Commutative Algebra and Combinatorics held at Kyoto (August 1985). 
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1. EVERY THREE DIMENSIONAL ASL DOMAIN OVER 
A FIELD Is A LEVEL RING 
The final goal of this section is to prove our main theorem. 
To begin with, we summarize some definitions and terminology of finite 
posets. The length of a chain (totally ordered set) X is #(X) - 1, where 
#(X) is the cardinality of X as a set. The rank of a poset Q, denoted by 
rank(Q), is the supremum of lengths of chains contained in Q. The height 
of an element a in a poset Q is the supremum of lengths of chains 
decending from a, and written as ht,(a). 
Let Q be a poset with rank(Q) = 1. An element a (resp. /J) of Q is called 
an upper (resp. a lower) branch if ht&a) = 1 (resp. hte(/?) =0) and there 
exists a unique element A (resp. X) such that A < s( (resp. p < X). 
Moreover, {a,, az, . . . . x,, } ( ai E Q) is called a branch sequence of length n if 
r,, is a branch of Q and a, is a branch of the subposet Q - { rr+, , . . . . r,, ) for 
every i, 1 <i< n, in such a way that rip r is a unique element of 
Q- {ai- 1, ...T x,,} which is comparable to sli, 1 < i 6 n. 
Suppose that R = en a ,, R,* is an ASL on a poset Q ( c R,) over a field k 
(= R,). Then, the dimension of R as a k-algebra coincides with 
rank(Q) + 1. We denote by [r/?] the set of standard monomials which 
appear in the right-hand side of the straightening relation for up with 
a ?L B. More generally, for a monomial r, zx2 . . . up, we denote by 
[a, a2 ... up] the set of standard monomials which appear in the standard 
monomial expression of Z, rZ . . . axp. Note that if R is an integral domain 
then Q must have a unique minimal element by (ASL-2). 
For convenience, we here summarize fundamental facts from [9]. Let Q 
be a poset with rank(Q) = 1, and R an ASL (not necessarily an integral 
domain) on Q u (T} over a field k, where T ( 4 Q) is a unique minimal 
element of Q u { T}. 
(1.1) LEMMA. If A, BEQ, ht,(A)=ht,(B)=O, A#B and TaE[AB], 
a#T,A,B, thenhtJa)=l andA<a,B<a. 
(1.2) LEMMA. If A, XE Q, ht,(A) =O, hto(X) = 1, A 7L X, and TaE 
[AX], r # T, A, X, then 
(i) hto(a)=O, a< X and a< Y, A< Yfor some YEQ, or 
(ii) ht,(a)=l, a>A anda>B, X>Bforsome BEQ. 
( 1.3) LEMMA. Let a (resp. 8) be an upper (resp. a lower) branch of Q, 
and A (resp. X) be a unique element with A < a (resp. /I < X). If 
y,6 E Q - {a } (resp. Q - I/?} ), y 4 6, then a (resp. j?) does not appear in the 
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right-hand side of the straightening relation for yb; that is, Tz, Aa, Q’ (resp. 
V, W. B’) 4 [$I. 
Consequently, k[(Qu {T))- (z}] (resp. k[(Qu {T})- {/I}]) is an 
ASL subring of R with the same straightening relations as those of R. 
Let k be a field and R an ASL on an arbitrary poset Q over k. Fix an 
arbitrary element r E Q and define an embedding 4, : Q -+ R by 
where 0 # c, E k and d, E k. Then, 
( 1.4) LEMMA. The k-algebra R is an ASL with respect to d,(Q). 
We call 4, as above a “fundamental transformation” by the element 
x E Q. 
DEFINITION. A poset Q is called integral over a field k if there exists an 
ASL domain on Q u {T) over k. Here. T (4 Q) is a unique minimal 
element of Q u { TJ. 
The following result is the starting point of our work [9]. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let Q be a rank one poser. Assume that there exist 
three elements A, B, and Y of Q which satisjj! the following conditions. 
(i) ht,(A)=ht,(B)=O, ht,(Y)= 1, Y>B, and A 7L Y; 
(ii) there exists no element X with X > A, X > B; and 
(iii) for any element XE Q with X> A. there e.xists no element C E Q 
bvith C < X, C < Y. 
Then Q is not integral. 
Proof Suppose that there exists an ASL domain R on Q u {T} over a 
field k. Then [ AB] c ( T*. TA, TB} by ( 1.1). Hence we may assume 
AB= T* by (1.4). On the other hand, [AY] c {T*, TA, TY} by (1.2). 
Thus we may assume A Y = tT* + yTY (t, J E k) again by (1.4). Hence 
[(AY) B] c { T*B, TBY}; however, [(AB) Y] = { T*Y}, a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Let Q be a rank one integral poset. Then, Q is connected by (1.5), which 
implies that every three dimensional ASL domain over a field is 
Cohen-Macaulay, see [9. Sect. 2, Corollary]. If fO = #(Q) and f, is the 
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number of chains of length one of ‘Q, then the Poincare series of any ASL R 
on Qu{T} is 
1+(fo-2)~+u,-fo+~)~2 
(l-0)3 . (1) 
It is easy to see that f, -fO + 1 3 0 if Q is connected and that if Q is con- 
nected then fr -fO + 1 = 0 if and only if Q is a “tree” [ 171. Obviously every 
ASL domain on Q u (T} over a field is level if f, -fO + 1 = 0. Thus, 
throughout the remainder of this section, we will assume that any rank one 
integral poset to be considered is never a tree. 
We have now finished the review of [9] and will start the proof of our 
theorem. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Let Q be a rank one integral poset over afield k. Then Q 
has no lower branch. 
Proof Let R be an ASL domain on Q u (T} over k. Suppose that Q 
has a lower branch a. Let Y be a unique element of Q with x < Y. 
(First step) Assume that Y is not an upper branch of Q - (a}. So, 
there exist two elements A, B of Q - {x} such that A #B, ht,(A) = 
ht,(B)=O and A< Y, B< Y. 
Case I. Suppose that there exists X ( # Y) of Q with A < X, B < X. 
Let D,, D,, . . . . D, be the set of elements which satisfy ht,(Di) = 0, Di < X, 
Di < Y, and D, # A, B. Note that the integer n may be zero. Thanks to ( 1.1) 
and (1.4), we may assume Ba = T2 or Ba = TY. 
(a) The case Br = T2. By (1.2), we have 
rX=t,T*+a, TA+b, TB+ 1 d’,‘)TD, 
I<i<n 
+x, TX+y, TY+q, Ta, 
where every lowercase Roman letter with an index is contained in k. We 
may assume ql=O by (1.4). Since B(aX)=(Ba)X=T’X, b,=xl=y,=O 
by (ASL-I). On the other hand, we have 
Aa=t,T’+a,TA+y, TY+q,Ta, 
and we. may assume q2 = 0. Since B(Aa) = A(Ba) = T’A, y, = 0. Hence, 
comparing the coefficients of TAX in A(rX) = (Aa) X, we have a, = 0. Thus 
Aa = t, T2, which contradicts the relation Ba = T2. 
(b) The case Ba = TY. We have B(Aa) = A(Ba) = TAY; 
however, TA Y $ [ B(Aa)]. 
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Case II. Suppose that there exists no element X( # Y) of Q with 
A < X, B < X. Recall our convention that any rank one integral poset to be 
considered is never a tree. Hence we may assume there exists X ( # Y) of Q 
with A < X. Also, we may assume no element D ( # A) of Q satisfying 
ht,(D)=O and D<X, D< Y. 
(a) The case Br = T’. We have 
aX=t,T*+a, TA+x,TX+y, TY, 
since we may assume the coefficient of Ta in the right-hand side is zero. 
Since B(ch’) = (Ba) X= T*X, J, = 0. On the other hand, since B( Aa) = 
A( Br) = T’A, we may assume 
Aa=t,T’+a,TA. 
Hence, compare the coefficients of standard monomials appearing 
in A(%X)=(Aa)X, and we have t,=a,=t?=O and x,=a,. Thus 
xX= X, TX and A% = a, TA, a contradiction. 
(b) The case Bee = TY. The proof of (b) in Case I is also valid 
without modification. 
(Second step) Assume that Y is an upper branch of Q - (2). Let B be 
a unique element with B < Y, B # 3 and ht,( B) = 0. Let A ( # B) and X be 
elements of Q - { Y, X} with ht,(A) =0, hto(X) = 1 and A <X, B< X. 
Here, we may assume A is not a branch of Q since Q is not a tree. Then, 
thanks to (1.5), any element Z ( # X) with A < Z must satisfy B < Z. Let 
{Z,, Zz, . ..) Z,} (n 2 1) be the set of all elements of Q which satisfy Zi # X, 
A<Zi, B<Zi. Let Aa=T’and 
AB=t,T*+a, TA+b, TBtx, TX+ c zg’ TZ,, 
I<i<n 
Ba=t, T’+b, TB+y, TY. 
Case I. Suppose J, # 0. We may assume Ba = TY. Then AY = TB 
since ABa = T*B = TA Y. 
(a) The case x0 # 0. We may assume 







ArZ, = (Au) z, = T2Z, 
= A(uZ,) 
= t, T’A + bzT’ 
( 
X+ 1 zb”Zi 
I <iit > 
+y2 T’B+z$” TAZ, +q2 T3, 
a contradiction. 
(b) The case x0 = 0 and zt’ # 0 for some i. We may assume 
Let 
rX=t,T2+b3 TB+x,TX+y, TY+q, TX. 
Then, consider (Ax) X= A(aX), and we have a contradiction. 
(c) The case x,=0 and zt’ = 0 for all i. In this case, consider 
(srA) B = a( AB), and we have a contradiction. 
Case II. Suppose .v, = 0. We have 
Bz=t, T=+b, TB. 
contradic~am)n The case x0 # 0. Consider (Ar) B = A(rB), and we have a 
(b) The case x0 = 0 and zgJ #O for some i. Again consider 
(Ax) B= A(zB). 
(c) The case x0 = 0 and zr) = 0 for all i. Then, 
AuB = (‘4~) B = T2B 
= A(rB) 
=t,T2A+b,T2(t,T+a,A+b,B), 
hence, t, = 0 and 6, # 0, Now, let 
AY=t,T’+a, TA+b, TB+x,TX+J~, TY+ c zy)TZ,, 
lci<n 
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We may assume a4 = q5 = 0. Since 
A(rZ,) = t, T*A + 6, T’(a, A + 6, B) + zy) TAZ, 
t, T+b,B+x,X+y, Y+ c z$‘)Zi 
ISI<, > 
and (Ar)Z,=T*Z,, we have ys#O, t4=x4=y4=z\“=0 and ry’=O if 
i >, 2. Hence, 
BAY= B(AY) = 6, TB* +z$” TBZ, 
=(BA) Y 
= a0 T*(b, B + M4 A” Z,) + b, TBY, 
a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
(1.7) COROLLARY. Let Q be a rank one integralposet and {r,, x2, . . . . 2,) 
the set of branches of Q. Then each xi is an upper branch and 
Q - {x1, x2, . . . . q} IS an integral poset tvithout branches. In particular, Q has 
no branch sequence bvhose length is bigger than one. 
Proof Thanks to ( 1.6), each branch xi is an upper branch. If 
Q- {x,, r2, . . . . q} has a branch b, then fl must be a lower branch 
of Q - (a,, c(*, . ..~ a,, 1. However, this contradicts (1.6) since 
Q- (r,, ~2, . . . . z,,} is integral by (1.3). Q.E.D. 
Thus, for example, the poset 
is not integral, though Q has no lower branch. 
Let Q be a rank one connected poset without branches. Then we say that 
r E Q is a cut point of Q if Q - (z} is not connected, A cut point x is called 
an upper (resp. a /o\ver) cut point if ht,(r)= 1 (resp. ht,(cr)=O). 
(1.8) LEMMA. Let Q be a rank one integral poset without branches. Then 
Q has no upper cut point. 
Proof: Suppose that c1 is an upper cut point of Q. Then, thanks to (l.S), 
r is comparable with any element A of Q with ht,(A) = 0. Let A and B be 
elements of Q with ht,(A) = ht,(B)=O which are contained in distinct 
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connected components of Q - {CL). Let R be an ASL domain on Q u { Tj 
over a field k. Then, by (1.1 ), we may assume AB = T* or AB = Tu. 
First, we treat the case AB= T*. Let Y be an element of Q with A < Y, 
and (A,, A,, . . . . A,} (n>l) the t f 11 1 se o a eementsA,ofQwithA,#Aand 
A, < Y. By (1.2), we have 
BY=t,T*+a,TA+b,TB+ c ab”TA,+y,TY+p,Tr. 
I <iGn 
Then, by (1.4), we may assume t, = 6, = 0. Hence a, =yO =pO = 0 since 
A(BY)=(AB) Y= T*Y. Thus BY=z _ _ l<i<.a~)TAianda$)#Oforsomei, 
say i = 1. On the other hand, if 
BA,=tT*+bTB+a”‘TA,+pTz, 
then p#O since T(A,)*E [(BY) A,] = [(BA,) Y]. Thus we may assume 
BA , = Tsr, hence T*A , = (A B) A, = A( BA , ) = TAX, a contradiction. 
Secondly, let AB= TX. In this case, we have [(AB) A,] = {TA,a}; 
however, TA,cr$ [A(BA,)]. Q.E.D. 
Let Q be a rank one connected poset without branches. A lower cut 
point sl of Q is called bothersome if every connected component of Q - {a} 
has a unique minimal element, namely, every connected component of 
Q - { CI } is of the form . . . 
u/. 
( 1.9) LEMMA. Let Q be a rank one integral poset without branches. Then 
Q has no non-bothersome lower cut point. 
Proof Suppose that r is a lower cut point of Q. Then, thanks to (1.5), x 
is comparable with any element X of Q with ht&X)= 1. Let A and B be 
elements of Q with hto(A) = hto(B) = 0 which are contained in distinct 
connected components of Q - (a}. Let R be an ASL domain on Q u {T} 
over k. Then, by ( 1.1 ), we may assume AB = T*. Let Y be an element of Q 
with B< Y. If SI is non-bothersome, then we may assume that there exists 
CE Q, C# 2, B with C< Y. Also, let (X,, X2, . . . . X,,} be the set of all 
elements Xi of Q with A < Xi. Since TBY$ [(A Y) B], thanks to (1.2) and 
(1.4), we may assume AY=Tr or AY=~,siGnx(‘)TXi with xci)#O for 
some i. In both cases, we have TCY$ [(A Y) CJ, hence we may assume 
AC = T*, which contradicts AB = T*. Q.E.D. 
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Let Q be a rank one integral poset and tl an upper branch of Q with 
rl> A, A E Q. Also, let (X,, X,, . . . . X,,} (n 2 2) be the set of all elements of 
Q which are comparable with A and which are not branches. Now, let R 
be an ASL on Q over a field k. Then [xX,] E {A’, Aa, AX,}. In fact, 
if A YE [LXX,], Y # ~1, Xi, and A < Y, then AY2 E [(aXi) Y]; however, 
A Y2 q! [a(Xi Y)]. Let pi E k be the coefficient of AX, appearing in the right- 
hand side of the straightening relation for clXi in R. We call an upper 
branch c( bud with respect o R if pi =pi for all i,j. If c1 is not bad, then cr is 
called good. Now, what conditions of R ensure every upper branch to be 
good? 
( 1.10) LEMMA. Let Q be a rank one integral poset and R an ASL domain 
on Q v {T} ocer a field k. Then etjery upper branch a of Q is good with 
respect to R/(T). Note that RI(T) is an ASL on Q over k. 
Proof: Thanks to (1.3), we may assume each element of Q other than r 
is not a branch. Let A be an element of Q with A < a and {X,, X2, . . . . Xn} 
(n > 2) the set of all elements of Q other than r which are comparable with 
A. Now, suppose that a is bad. Then, by (1.4), we may assume AX,$ [ax,] 
for every i. Hence, compare the coefficients of A2Xi and A’X, in 
(aXi)Xj= (xX,) Xi, and we see that A2 $ [xX,] for every i. Also, again by 
(1.4), we may assume Aa $ [ax,] for every i. Thus every standard 
monomial of [XX,] is of the form F;, 7 E Q u {T}. 
Let B( #A) be an element of Q with hto(B) = 0 and 
aB=tT’+aTA+bTB+ c x”‘TX, 
l<i4n 
(2) 
by (1.2) and (1.4). Note that x(” =0 unless B< Xi. But, even if B < Xi, 
comparing the coefficients of T(Xi)’ in (aB) X, = (XX,) B, we have x(‘) = 0. 
Hence xci)=O for every i. On the other hand, TA2 q! [(AB) a] = [A(aB)], 
hence TA $ [aB]. Thus we may assume rB = T2 by (1.4). 
Now, we shall show that if TIE [aXi], ht,(y)= 1, 7 #a, then “J = Xi. 
Let C (#A) be an element of Q with C< 7 and hto(C) = 0. Then 
TCy E [C(aX,)]. On the other hand, consider the element C instead of B in 
(2), and we have [UC] c { T2, TC}. Thus TCy E [(UC) Xi] implies y = Xi. 
Moreover, TX, $ [rl’,] if B < Xi since rB = T2. 
Next, we shall show that T6 4 [aXi] if 6 #A, ht,(6)=0. In fact, if 
6 #A, hto(6) = 0 then Ta2 G# [(as) Xi] since [x6] c { T2, T6}. However, 
Td2 E [(ax,) S] if T6 E [aXJ. 
Hence, we have [xxi] c { T2, TA, Ta, TXi} for all i and TXi $ [2X,] if 
B < Xi. Moreover, by (1.4), we may assume Ta $ [aXi]. So, if B < Xi then 
[xX,] c ( T2, TA}, thus there exists at most one element XE Q with A < X, 
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B< X. On the other hand, by (IS), there exists an element XE Q with 
A < X, B < X. Hence, there exists a unique j, 1 <j d n, such that A < xi. 
B< X,. 
Now, let 2 be an element of Q with ht,(Z) = 1, A 7( 2, B< Z, 
and C( #B) an element of Q with ht,(C) = 0, C < Z. Then TZ$ [aZ] 
since [(zZ) B] = [(aB) Z] = { T2Z}. Hence TCZ$ [(aZ) C]; however, 
TCZ E [(aC) Z] since [aC] c ( T*, TC} and TCE [ate], a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
(1.11) Summary. Let Q be a rank one integral poset. Then every 
branch of Q is an upper branch. If 53 is the set of all upper branches of Q, 
then the subposet Q - 38 has no branch, no upper cut point, and no non- 
bothersome lower cut point. On the other hand, if R is an ASL domain on 
Q u ( T} over a field k, then every upper branch of Q is good with respect 
to the ASL R/(T) on Q over k. 
Let Q={AirZjfl<isn,l<j<m (n, m > 2) be a rank one integral poset, 
where ht,(A,)=O, 1 <i<n, and ht,(Z,)= 1, 1 <jQm. We denote by zi 
(resp. 4) the set of all elements 2 (resp. A) of Q with Ai < Z (resp. A < Zj). 
Moreover, the set of all upper branches from Ai, which may be an empty 
set, is written by gi and define Xj := Tj - Bj. Note that #(Xi) B 2. Also, let 
g=tJ,<,<n &Ii be the set of all upper branches of Q. 
Now, suppose that R = 0, 3O R,, is an ASL on Q ( c R, ) over a field k 
( = R,). Since Q is of rank one and connected, R is of dimension two and 
Cohen-Macaulay. Let 
Then 5, q is a homogeneous ystem of parameters for R. We are interested 
in the socle Soc(R/({,q)) of a homogeneous Artin k-algebra R/(5, q) = 
(R/(<, q)),,@ (R/(5, q)), @ (R/(<, v))~. Note that the Poincare series of 
R/(&q) is l+(h-2)+(f,-.f,+ I), see (1). 
(1.12) LEMMA. Let z = { Xc,i’, Xy’, . . . . X$!}. Then, in R/(5, v), 
A,XI” ,..., AJ!,‘) *, AJ-:,‘~ I,..., A$:; 
are linearly independent over k if A, is not a cut point of Q - &?. 
Proof: For simplicity, let i= 1 and v= 1. Suppose that 
c 2~esm~asA1-C” (a, E k) is contained in the ideal (5, q). Let 
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where si. t;, uj, DUE k. Since Zf is contained only in [Z,q], we have L!/ = 0 
for all j. Then, consider the coefficients of A:, and we have si = 0 for all i. 
Note that it is possible that A: E [Z.,q] if Z, > Ai. On the other hand, since 
CIGiGnAiq=C,Gj-,mZj< (= <q), wemayassume that oneofu,‘siszero. 
Let Z, = A”,‘! Hence we can write 
Then, comparing the coefficients of A, A’\‘) in both sides, we have I, = 0. 
Now, if Ai < Z,, i 3 2, .j Z 2, then, comparing the coefficients of AiZ,, 
we obtain t,+ uj=O. Let Q* be the connected component of 
Q-(9?uiA,,X\“)) which contains Xi’). Then, uj= a,, tj= -a, if 
Z,, Aie Q On the other hand, since Q - (S? u {A,}) is connected, there 
exists A, E Q- , i,~2. with A, <X(I’). Then t,=O, hence a, = -t,=O, and 
so on. Q.E.D. 
( 1.13 ) LEMMA. Let Z, 4 .@ and gi = (A y), A :’ I, . . . . A r;l’ > (fzi B 2 ). Then, in 
R::( <. q). 
Z,A:J’. . . . . Z, A!!_‘,, Z, A:.‘,!,, . . . . Z,Aj;’ 
are line&k: independent otter k. 
The proof is similar to that of (1.12). Note that Z,$B is not a cut point 
of Q-B by (1.8). 
(1.14) COROLLARY. Suppose that any c( of &? is good with respect to R 
and that Q - 2f has no cut point. Then Soc(R,/(& q)) n (R/(5. q)), = (0). 
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Proof Assume that 
d= 1 SiAi+ C UjZjE(R/(t, V))l 
I <iCH I<JCM 
is contained in Soc( R/(5, r])). Then A i 6 = C 4EgujAiZj=0 in R/(5, y1). On 
the other hand, &EX, AiZj = 0 in R/(5, q), thus uj= Us ( =I.+,, say) if 
Zj, Zj. E ?& by (1.12). Let s( = ZjO E Bi, Then r6 = (uCi, - uj,,) Cz, E t zZj = 0 
in R/(t,q). Note that a/?=0 in R/(&q) if a, BEB?~, %#/I, since 
[aB] c {A:, Ai%, AiD}. N ow CI is good, which is equivalent to the con- 
dition that &,.y, xZj # 0 in R/(5, q). Hence uj,, = uti). Thus uj = U(i) if 
Zj~Zj. Since Q is connected we have uC1) = u,~,= ..e = u(,). So, 
S=I ,GiCn~iAi in R/(~,I]). Then, by (1.13), s,=s2= ... =s,. Thus 6=0 
in Rl(t, q). Q.E.D. 
(1.15) Summary. Let Q be a rank one integral poset and 99 the set of 
all upper branches of Q. Suppose that Q - 9J has no cut point. Then every 
ASL domain on Q u { Tj over a field is a level ring. 
The final step to complete the proof of our main theorem is to consider 
bothersome cut points. 
Let Q be a rank one connected poset and r an element of Q with 
ht,(;c) =O. Suppose that z is comparable with any element p of Q with 
ht&?) = 1 and that Q - {z) is the disjoint union of 
Xii) x(i) 
,(I) 
2 n. 1 
. . . 
v 
422, 1 ,<i<n, n22 
and 
For example, if n = 2, n, = 2, n, = 3, and m = 1, then Q looks like 
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Now, we shall show that every ASL domain R on Q CI { T} uver a field k 
is a level ring. 
(1.16) LEMMA. Let ci; r1 E k be the coefficient of the standard monomial 
xXis) appearing in the right-hand side of the straightening dati~n for 
X!-!s)A:l), s # t, in R. Then cl;‘; IJ # et?;) .for some i, i’, j. 
Proof: Suppose, on the contrary, that c$ ” = ci;r;‘) for all i, i’, j, Then, by 
( 1.4), we may assume zYjs) 4 [XP)X:” J for all i. Let A, A, = T2. Then 
KYiC’$ [A,Xi’)]. On the other hand, T(Xi(“))‘$ [d,(X,!“) Xj’))], hence 
7’X;s)$ [A,J;“1. Thus [&I’-;‘,‘] c (T’, TA,, TX} for any j. However, 
TX t$ [A,Xj’J] since (,4,X:“) X$” = (A,,:)!)) Xjr). Hence [A PJ c 
( T2, Td, 1, which contradicts A,A, = T2. = 4.E.D. 
( 1.17) LEMMA. Let pj:’ E k be the coefficient of the standurd monomial 
rX~” appearing in the straightening relation for fliXj.zi. Then pi:/ #pi;! for .I some J, J . 
We omit the proof of (1.17) since our technique which is used in the 
proof of ( 1.10) is also available. 
Take a homogeneous ystem of parameters 
for R/(T). Note that {A, X)“)} ,G ~ G n,, 4 icn, ~, is a basis of k-vector space 
(Rl(T, 5, q)h. If 
is contained in S6c(R/( r. 5, q)), then ~1~) = x!.? for all i and i’ since A, 6 = 0 
in R/( T, <, q). Let x(‘) = xjs) (1 <s < n). Then, thanks to (1.16), it is not dif- 
ficult to check that x(l) = .x(‘) = . . . = xc”‘. Hence we may assume x!‘) = 0, 
1 <cs<n, 1 <i<n,. Then we can prove qj=O, 1 <j<tn, by (1.17). Finally, 
consider 6Xp’, and we have a, = p, 1 f s < n, since U-X’,“) +A, Xv) = 0 
in R/( T, & q). Thus 6 = 0 in R/( T, t;, q ). Hence R is a level ring. This 
completes the final step of the proof of our theorem. 
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2. THE SKELETONS OF COHEN-MACAULAY COMPLEXES 
Let V be a finite set, called the vertex set, and A a simplicial complex on 
V. Thus A is a collection of subsets of V satisfying (i) {t.} E A for all u E V 
and (ii) 0 E A and T c D imply T E A. We define the dimension of A, written 
as dim A, to be - 1 + max{ # (0); c E A}. Here, #(a) is the cardinality of 0 
as a set. If 0~ A and # (0) = i+ 1, then we call g an i-face of A. If 
# (a) = 1 + dim A for every maximal face g of A, then we say that A is pure. 
Let d= 1 + dim A. Also, let f, =f,(A) denote the number of i-faces of A. 
Thus f0 = # ( V). The vector f(A) = (fO,fi, . . . . fdp ,) is called the f-vector of 
A. Define the h-cector h(A) = (h,, h, + .. . . hd) of A to be 
hi=h,(A)= c (-ly-’ 
0CiG.i 
O,<idd, 
where fpl = 1. 
Given any field k, we define the Stanely-Reisner ring k[A] of A as 
follows. Let A = k[c; u E V] be the polynomial ring over k whose indeter- 
minates are the elements of V. Let Z, be the ideal of A generated by all 
square-free monomials t:, r2 . . .1;, with (oi , c2, . . . . rr} $ A. Then we define 
k[A] = A/Z,. We will regard k[A] as a homogeneous k-algebra by setting 
deg t: = 1 for all c E V. Note that dim k[A] = d. The Hilbert function of 
k[A] is given by 
! 1 if rz=O WCA I, n) = o<,;d-,f(n;l) if n2.0 . .
and the Poincart series of k[A] is just 
f’(kCA I, 0) = 
h,+h,f?+ ... +hJ?- 
(1-e)” 
Consult Stanley [ 15, Chap. II] for further information. If the h-vector 
h(A) = (ho, h, >..., hd) of A satisfies h, # 0 and hi = 0 (i > s) for some s < d, 
then the h-vector h(k[A]) of k[A] as a homogeneous k-algebra is 
h(k[A])= (ho, h,,..., h,). Then, define the a-invariant of A to be 
a(A) := -(d-s). 
Note that a(A) < 0. If k[A] is Cohen-Macaulay, then a(A) coincides with 
a(k[A]) in the sence of Goto-Watanabe [6]. 
A simplicial complex A is called Cohen-Macaulay (resp. feoel, 
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Gorenstein) over a field k if k[A ] is Cohen-Macaulay (resp. level, 
Gorenstein). Every Cohen-Macaulay complex is pure. When is a simplicial 
complex A Cohen-Macaulay (resp. level, Gorenstein)? Reisner [ 111 
obtained a topological characterization of the Cohen-Macaulayness of A 
(see also Backlawski [ 11, Baclawski and Garsia [3], and Garsia [S]). 
Also, in the case of Gorenstein property, refer to Hochster [lo] and 
Stanley [13]. On the other hand, under the assumption of a(A)=O, 
Baclawski [2] proved that A is level if and only if A is so-called “doubly” 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
Let d be a simplicial complex on the vertex set V and dim A = d- 1. 
Define i-skeleton of A to be 
A,:= (crud; #(a)<i} (i < 4, 
which is also simplicial complex on V with dim Ai = i- 1. Baclawski-Gar- 
sia [3, Theorem 5.51 asserts that if d is Cohen-Macaulay then so is Ai for 
any i < d. On the other hand, if A is level and a(A) = 0 then Ai is also level 
and a(A,) = 0 for any i < d, see Baclawski [2, p. 2961. However, we can 
show, without difficulty, that if A is Cohen-Macaulay then Aj is level for 
any i < d. Before proving this result, we recall that the fink link,(o) (resp. 
the star star,(a)) for go A is 
{z~d;0nr=d,au7~~) (resp. {r E A; ou T E A}). 
Note that both link,(a) and star,(a) are Cohen-Macaulay for every CE A 
if A is Cohen-Macaulay (cf. Hochster [lo, (5.6)]). 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a pure simplicial complex on the Oertex 
set V. Also, let rs, ~ r~?, . .. . CJ,, be faces of A satisjjing 
(i) oiuaj# A for all i#j, 
(ii) a (starJo,))= - #(oi)for all i, 
(iii) star,(a;) is lecel ouer a field k for every i. and define 
A’=A- {TEd;T30ifor some i}. 
Suppose that A is Cohen-Macaulay over k and that dim A’ <dim A. Then 
a( A’) = 0 und A’ is level over k. 
Proof. Let A = k[u; L’E V] as above and dim A = d- 1, #(V) = t. In 
[8, Theorem ( 1.2)], we have the exact sequence 
0 -, @ k[star,(a,)l( - #(a,)) 
lrsr<n 
-k[A] -+k[A’] -+O (3) 
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as graded A-modules. Here, k[star,(cr,)]( - # (ci)) is a shift in grading of 
k[stard(ai)] (cf. [6, p. 1811). Since dim A’<dim A, dim A’=dim A- 1 
and A’ is Cohen-Macaulay by [8, Corollary (1.3)]. 
Thanks to (3), we obtain 
0 -&;-d(k[A], A) 
hence, by [6, (2.2.9)], 
0 + K&i, -+ 0 &Cstar&,,,( # (0,)) + &cLq + 0. 
I<i<n 
By our assumptions (ii) and (iii), each KkCstar,(,,,,( # (IJ~)) is generated by a 
finite number of elements of degree zero over A, hence Kkcd., is generated 
by the degree zero part (Kkcd.,),, over A, thus over k[A’]. Hence a(A’) = 0 
and A’ is level over k. Q.E.D. 
In particular, if {a,, (TV,..., on) is the set of maximal faces of a 
Cohen-Macaulay complex A of dimension d- 1, then our assumptions (i), 
(ii), and (iii) are satisfied and A’ = A,- , . Thus 
(2.2) COROLLARY. Let A be a Cohen-Macaulay complex of dimension 
d - 1. Then A i is level for every i < d. 
3. THE h-VECTORS OF HOMOGENEOUS COHEN-MACAULAY 
INTEGRAL DOMAINS 
Stanley [14, Theorem 4.41 obtained the powerful criterion for 
Gorenstein property of a Cohen-Macaulay graded domain using the 
Poincare series of it. So, it is natural to ask whether we can obtain a similar 
criterion for level property of homogeneous Cohen-Macaulay domains or 
not. 
Consider the following integral poset: 
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It can be checked that, for any ASL domain R on Q u {T) over a field k, 
the canonical module K, of R is isomorphic to the ideal I of R generated 
by T and A, where A is one of the minimal elements of Q (cf. [ 161). Thus, 
in particular, R is level with h(R) = (1, 6,9, 2). 
On the other hand, let L be an arbitrary finite lattice and 
Rk[L] :=k[X,;zEL]/(X,Xg--X,,BX,,8;r7LB). 
In [7, Sect. 2, Theorem c)], we proved that the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) R,[L] is an ASL on L over k. 
(ii) Rk[ L] is an integral domain. 
(iii) L is a distributive lattice. 
Moreover, if these conditions are satisfied, then Rk[ L] is Cohen-Macaulay 
and normal. Besides, in [7, Sect. 31, we calculated the canonical module of 
RL[ L] explicitly when L is a distributive lattice. So, given a distributive 
lattice L, it is possible to determine whether R,[L] is level or not. Note 
that we can calculate the h-vector h( RL[ L]) of R,[L] by using Stanley’s 
“B-invariant” in [ 123. 
Let Li (i= 1, 2, 3) be the following distributive lattices: 
Ll L2 L3 
Then, Rk[L,] is Gorenstein, Rk[Lz] is not Gorenstein but level, Rk[L3] 
is not even level, and h(Rk[L,]) = (1,6,6, l), h(R,[L,]) = (1,7,9,2), 
N&CL,I)= (1,69,2). 
Hence, it is impossible to determine a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous 
domain to be level or not by its h-vecter only. 
481,117/2-7 
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